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Abstract

An important principle underlying the Forest Management and Planning Acts of 1974 and 1976 is that National Forests are ecosystems whose management requires consideration of the interrelationships among plants, animals, soil, water, air, and other factors. Such management is done in an administrative and financial environment that constrains and modifies actions to foster ecosystem balance. A system dynamics model of this complete forest management system for Region 8 has been developed to enable forest managers and planners to anticipate long run patterns of change in critical forest variables and to test the consequences of different decision policies relative to the biological, financial, and managerial aspects of the system in bringing about the desired ecosystem balance and benefits derived from the forest. Final model results are not yet available but examples of 200 year (1962-2162) simulated time histories of some critical forest variables are included to illustrate the way the model can be used.

Introduction

The Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974 (7) and the National Forest Management Act of 1976 (8) prescribe how land and resource management planning is to be conducted on National Forest System land. One of the guiding principles underlying these acts is the recognition that the National Forests are ecosystems whose management requires an awareness of the interrelationships among plants, animals, soil, water, air and other environmental factors within such ecosystems. Therefore, in the development and maintenance of land management plans, a systematic interdisciplinary approach is required to achieve integrated consideration of the physical, biological, economic, and other aspects of the National Forest System. Specifically, a team representing several disciplines is to be used at each level of planning to ensure coordinated planning which addresses outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed, wildlife and fish, and wilderness opportunities.

The lack of information about the static relationships among these joint products of the forest makes the task of this team difficult. But the managerial job becomes much more difficult when one considers the dynamics of the situation facing the National Forest System in the South. Consider, for example, the acreage age class distribution in the Southern Region, Figure 1. For the next 30 years we see an increasing number of acres pushing into the older age classes followed by 30 years of a sharply declining number of acres. What kinds of problems will this distribution create for the timber sales and silviculturists of the Region? What will be the impact of these large acreage swings upon the joint products of the forest? In
Figure 1. Region 8 Softwood Acreage By 10 Year Interval Age Class.
light of the growing demand for all of these products, where and when is conflict likely to arise and what form is it likely to take? How do you manage the forest to reduce the potential for conflict among its various users? Are such timber harvest policies as regulation, even flow, 95 percent of CMAI, and average 18" DBH appropriate for both increasing and decreasing acreage flows or are more flexible policies required?

The answer to these questions cannot wait for the acreage swings to be upon us. Clearly, a model of the dynamic ecosystem coupled with the human intervention system is essential to meet the requirements of the above acts and to provide the analysis needed for formulating guidelines for the managerial decisions. The model described below is designed to demonstrate the utility of using a system dynamics approach to facilitate such an analysis.

Definition of System Dynamics

System Dynamics (SD) is a method of modeling the complex interactions that characterize our biological, engineering, managerial, organizational, and social systems. Its distinguishing feature is the application of feedback control principles to model problems. A feedback system exists whenever the environment leads to a decision that results in an action which affects the environment and thereby influences future decisions (2). Feedback control is fundamental to all life and human endeavor. For example, a thermostat receives temperature information and decides to start the furnace; this raises the temperature, and the furnace is shut off. A closing of the loop occurs, though a delay intervenes between the initial action and the feedback results. Closed loops and time delays are characteristic of all feedback processes.

The loops do not function separately, but rather are coupled together to form complex feedback systems that are whole interacting entities. Change in one system part eventually has an impact everywhere in the system. The continuing operation through time of these loops creates the performance time patterns of the system's variables. The study of feedback systems deals with the way information is used for the purpose of control. It helps us to understand how the amount of corrective action and the time delays in interconnected components can lead to system behavior. Thus system dynamics is based on the philosophy that the behavior of a system is principally caused by the system's structure. The structure includes not only the physical aspects of the system but, more importantly, the "policies" that dominate decision making within the system.

A second aspect of the SD philosophy is the concept that systems are viewed most effectively in terms of their underlying flows of people, money, materials, information, etc. A meaningful framework then results from tracing the cause-and-effect chains through the relevant flow paths of the system. A causal loop diagram is typically employed as the first step in modeling. These diagrams show the major cause-and-effect links between the system variables; indicating the direction of the linkage, and denoting the major feedback loops and their polarity. A positive feedback loop has very predictable behavior in response to a change induced in any of its variables. The loop can only act to reinforce or accelerate that initial change. A negative feedback loop on the other hand acts to counter the
direction of initial change in any of its variables. This frequently leads to oscillation.

From this perspective, all dynamic systems can be represented in terms of level and rate variables with auxiliary variables used to represent goals and other concepts that affect the rates. A level is an accumulation or an integration over time of flows or changes that come into and out of the level. For example, forest inventories grow or diminish over time depending upon the relative growth and harvest of the forest. A rate variable on the other hand is a flow or a decision that controls a flow into or from an accumulation. Forest system relationships can be translated into level, rate, and auxiliary equations that can be simulated by computer using a specially designed compiler program called DYNAMO (6).

Ecological Systems as Feedback Processes

Ecology is the study of organisms in relation to their environment (5). A community is an aggregation of living organisms having mutual relationships among themselves and their environment. Forest ecology, therefore, is concerned with the forest as a biological community with the interrelationships between the various trees and other organisms comprising the community and between these organisms and the physical environment in which they exist. The forest community and its habitat together comprise an ecological system, or ecosystem, in which the constituent organisms and their environments interact in a complex energy cycle.

This cycling of mineral nutrients from the soil to the vegetation and back again is basic to all life. Therefore, it provides a useful starting point for modeling the interrelationships that exist in a forest ecosystem. In such a system energy, primary production, biomass, dead organic matter, and inorganic nutrients are accumulated. These accumulations are determined by the material flows around the energy cycle and by the time delays that exist between these fundamental ecological variables. The coupling of positive and negative feedback loops in the forest ecosystem will produce a time history of forest biomass accumulation which we commonly refer to as a yield table.

In order to construct a testable model (3), this process must be articulated in terms of quantifiable interloop and intraloop relationships representing other variables of interest that exist within the forest ecosystem. The purpose here is merely to demonstrate that the balance of nature means that ecological systems are feedback processes. Hence, system dynamics is an appropriate tool for studying the complex interrelationships that exist among the trees and other variables.

Silvicultural Intervention in Forest Ecosystems

Silviculture is the theory and practice of controlling forest establishment, composition, and growth in order to make the forest permanently useful to mankind (4). Traditionally the activities of the silviculturist focused upon producing greater economic timber values. But it is now becoming increasingly clear that these same activities shape the composition of the
forest and hence the proportion and distribution of the land into different timber types and age classes from which all benefits of the forest are derived (1). For example, a stand of old-growth timber offers den trees for bear and mast for squirrels, but little browse for deer; undisturbed, the old growth stand minimizes sediment flow into streams but also minimizes the annual runoff of water. Large trees are aesthetically pleasing to recreationists and large logs, when harvested, provide premium quality solid wood products. A young forest, on the other hand, provides a different array of benefits.

The important point is that silvicultural intervention in the forest ecosystem has an impact upon the benefits received and, therefore, must be modeled to capture the reality within the forest ecosystem. There are several characteristics of this relationship that are important. First, a balance is required between forest development and use. Too much use destroys the forests' ability to reproduce itself. Too little use provides inadequate benefits to the users. "Appropriate" use simultaneously provides significant benefits while enhancing forest productivity and vigor.

The second consideration is the synergy or conflict among the users. Usually a utilization action such as cutting an area for timber has benefits and detriments relative to other uses. For example after cutting, an area frequently becomes available for grazing for a period of time after new trees are established and until they are large and dense enough to interfere with grazing. Temporary detriments arise as certain creatures' habitats are destroyed along with some of the scenic beauty of the area. These tradeoffs become important considerations in forest management decisions.

A third consideration is the response time horizon. An action may be beneficial in the short run for some purpose, but detrimental in the long run for that same purpose or others and vice versa. Mining an area may provide significant immediate revenues, but may contaminate the land in such a way that reforestation cannot take place for many years. Burning may destroy biomass in the short run, but increase plant productivity and habitats of desirable creatures in the long run.

The interventions by silviculturists usually require continuing actions, observation, and evaluation to ensure that the desired results occur and persist. This requires a continuing organization and management with authority and responsibility to determine and carry out the required tasks. The Forest Service is an obvious example of a continuing organization engaged in forest management necessitated by the need to continuously balance development and use, control coordination and tradeoffs between uses, and reasonably balance short and long range benefits and detriments.

Financial considerations and constraints arise as soon as a continuing management activity is supported. Furthermore, the balancing of forest development and use, the control of multiple uses, and the balance of short and long range considerations all contribute to the continuing need to provide costly intervention activities before benefits are realized. If money is required, a source must be found and control must be exercised over the utilization of funds. The consequence of this reality is that the forest biology, the decision structures of the associated human organizations, and the financial aspects of forest benefits, capital and operating costs of the
organizations all become interrelated in the short and long run to form a single entity—the forest management system. The biological, human, and financial aspects of this system are related through coupled feedback loops that operate continuously through time to create the patterns (growth and oscillation) of the system's variables.

These are the considerations which form the basic structure of the demonstration model described below. The key features of the model are the feedback processes, with multiple coupled loops and time delays, and the interdependence of the biological processes, managerial decision making, and financial considerations that constitute the forest management system.

System Dynamics Model of the Forest Management System of Region 8

The System Dynamics Model of the Region 8 Forest Management System (R8FMS) includes a set of equations which represents the causal relationships between the biological, managerial and financial activities that operate through time to create the system's historical patterns of performance. The current equations are the authors' best estimate of the policies and parameters of the system. However, extensive validation studies have not yet been done, so suggestions for improvement are welcome. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate how feedback principles apply to this system and to show how such a model, when properly validated, could be used to contribute to the planning, forecasting, and decision making activities at the congressional level and the national, regional, and individual forest levels in the Forest Service.

The R8FMS model is divided into seven sectors. These are timber, wildlife, recreation, budget, staff, forest products industry, and government and economy condition. Several important areas have been omitted for simplicity. These include range, soil, water and fish. Areas devoted to wilderness and mineral development are included in the timber sector. As the model is improved, existing sectors will be extended and refined and omitted areas will be added. The forest products industry and government/economy condition sectors represent exogenous influences from these areas in the form of projected time histories. These also need refinement.

The model is simulated over a 200 year period from 1962 to 2162. Each of the 182 dynamic variables is calculated annually. Time graphs of 46 of these variables are plotted. The first 20 years (1962-81) reconstruct actual history for which some data exist. Four variables' data are plotted—budgets for timber, wildlife and recreation and timber sales. 1962 was selected as the starting year because the data could not be found or estimated for some variables before that time. Long run Forest Service goals (1983-2029) are plotted for timber sales, wildlife improvement acres and recreation visitor days.

The important flows and feedback relationships included in the model are shown in Figures 2-8. The fundamental timberland loop is a positive one (Fig. 2) in which old stand timber "Acres Ready to Harvest" are perceived as a revenue opportunity that leads to "Land Clearing Harvest". That harvest reduces the "Acres Ready to Harvest" and increases the "Cleared Acres". After a short delay (2-3 years) the cleared acres are regenerated (trees are
Figure 2. Fundamental Timberland Feedback Loop with Saw Timber and Pulpwood Harvest Goal.
replanted) either through natural seeding or planting by the Forest Service (FS). After a long growing delay (60-150 years depending on the type of trees involved) the acres again become ready to harvest. This is a positive loop with low gain, so sustained growth in acres per year harvested is not possible unless new land is added. Timber harvest in thousand board feet (MBF) is determined from acres harvested and yield per acre for cleared land and from the volume of commercial thinning.

The arrow from "Acres Ready" to "L-C Harvest" in Fig. 2 represents the harvest decision. Many things influence that relationship. Figure 3 and Figure 4 are needed to show the factors included in the model. Pressures from recreation, wildlife and timber management considerations are shown in Fig. 3. Financial and staff pressures appear in Fig. 4.

Planning for the harvest is done about 5+ years before the actual harvest. There are 3 years before Congress acts on the plan and two to three more years after the sale of the timber before cutting is done. The plan includes "Acres Ready to Harvest" modified by "Wildlife Pressures" (do not cut too much old growth, so sufficient old stand habitats are retained; but cut enough to provide sufficient early growth habitats) and "Recreation Pressures" (do not cut so much old growth that visual beauty is destroyed, but cut enough so that early and middle growth hunting is assured and a fairly open, parklike vista is created). "Expected Forest Products Industry Demand" is also important. This is based on past demand. The "Planned Harvest" after a three year delay is considered by Congress in determining "Timber Budget". "Political Pressures" and other factors also influence "Timber Budget." The timber "Sales Goal" follows with some variability from the "Planned Harvest" and "Timber Budget". The "Sales Goal" becomes actual sales and, then two to three years later, "Land Clearing Harvest" unless "FP Industry Demand" is insufficient.

The varying recreation, wildlife and timber pressures to harvest do not in general lead to a constant year-to-year harvest in area or MBF. The model provides the option to select a harvest decision that maintains an area/rotation policy which will achieve a balanced distribution of acres in different age classes and attain the long-term sustained-yield capacity of the forest (i.e., a regulated forest).

There are also budget and staff influences on the harvest decision (Fig. 4). The harvest should be large enough to provide work for the existing permanent ranger staff, but not so large as to require hiring large numbers of new people. The existing staff is a reflection of past harvest volumes. The "Planned Budgets" must provide for the "Planned Harvest" without increasing substantially beyond the previous year's budget. The "Planned Budget" is then considered with "Planned Harvest" by Congress in setting "Timber Budget."

There are three places in the model where timber, wildlife and recreation considerations interact. The first is the harvest decision. Total harvest depends on all three pressures. The second is budget. If all of the individual budget requests cannot be met, the budget allocation to each area will be dependent on the area's own needs, the needs in the other areas and the priorities assigned to each.
Figure 3. Timber Harvest Loops from Timber, Recreation and Wildlife Management Pressures.
Figure 4. Timber Harvest Loops From Staff, Financial and Inflation Pressures.
The third interaction occurs in regeneration. Once the land is harvested it must be regenerated either naturally or artificially. The regeneration decision (Fig. 5) could be affected by considerations for timber, wildlife and recreation. In the model regeneration is further complicated by the three types of forest that are included. These are softwood natural stand, softwood plantation with improved trees and hardwood. Regeneration is based on acreage ready for regeneration and three primary proportions—the fraction of old softwood land to be regenerated as softwood plantation area; the fraction of old hardwood land to be regenerated as softwood plantation land; and the fraction of softwood land to be regenerated as hardwood land.

In recent years the trend has been toward softwood land because softwoods grow faster and there is greater demand for softwood timber. However, natural forest biology is biased toward hardwood forest, the successional climax condition. There is then a natural tendency for softwood land to become hardwood bearing, so it requires money and effort to keep the latter fraction small. The natural stand vs. plantation fraction balances long run greater plantation yield with short run greater plantation cost. The desired softwood vs hardwood proportion is dependent on expected timber demand for the two types, wildlife considerations (hardwoods are needed for most species for mast and dens) and recreation needs hardwoods are more attractive areas especially in the fall. Water, soil and range considerations are omitted for simplicity. The plantation vs. natural stand regeneration influences are shown in Figure 6.

The natural stand, plantation and hardwood stands are each divided into five age classes: seedling, sapling, pole, small saw timber and large saw timber areas (Fig. 7). Cleared land, wilderness area, and land devoted to mineral development are also included as shown by these flows and accumulations.

The generation of budgets and performance goals for timber, wildlife and recreation is shown in Figure 8. Planned performance leads to planned budget needed to carry out the performance with constraints imposed if total planned budget is greater than the government's budget limit. The final budget sets the performance goal which determines the actual performance. Past performance then influences planned future performance. When the total budget for timber, recreation and wildlife exceeds the maximum budget set by Congress, all three budgets must be reduced. The model reduces them proportionately, but priority weighting could be used.

Model Uses in Forest Management Planning and Decision Making

System Dynamics models are designed to serve the purposes for which they are constructed. The factors to be included, the level of aggregation, the types of evaluation variables, and the use of random variables (noise), exogenous variables, and data or analytic driving forces are all dictated by model purpose. There even may be several different models that are needed to answer different questions or generate different kinds of information. A model's validity can only be evaluated in the context of its purposes. Therefore, it is important to know the kinds of things SD models can do.
Figure 5. Interactive Succession Cycle for Hardwood, Softwood Plantation and Natural Stand Forest Types.
Figure 6. Transition controls for a softwood natural stand vs. plantation balance.
Figure 7. Timber Land Age Classes and Flows for Hardwood, Softwood Plantation and Natural Stand Areas.
Figure 8. Interactions Between Plans, Goals and Outcomes for Budgets and Activities in Recreation, Wildlife and Timber Management
The timber sales decision with its supporting (or controlling) budget and demand constraint dominates the long run dynamic performance of the forest system. The regeneration decision which determines the proportions of the cleared land that are to be recycled with hardwood, natural softwood and improved softwood stands is an important secondary influence. Different policies for making these decisions can lead to very different patterns of availability of forest resources and of benefits realized.

The model is used to clarify the causes of the performance patterns, determine the importance of accurate data and test the dynamic consequences of different decision policies by calculating model performance annually over a long period of time. The model is still in development, so successful simulations are not yet available. However, an hypothetical model simulation is shown in Figure 9. Four variables (annual timber sales, wildlife improvement acres, recreation visitor days and total system budget) are included to illustrate the appearance of a simulated 200-year time plot. The patterns of the variables and the relationships between them for the decision policies used can be seen at a glance.

When the model is operating properly many simulations will be run each with one or more differences from all other runs in parameter values, exogenous variables' time histories or 1962 starting conditions. Differences in simulated performance patterns can then be attributed to the factor differences. Figure 10 shows an hypothetical plot of timber sales for three different decision policies--normal, regulated forest and severe budget constraint. A manager or planner could draw important conclusions about the desirability of following different policies by examining the results of a plot like the one in Figure 10. Several model uses are discussed in the following sections.

Loop Dominance Studies (Sensitivity)

SD models can be used to determine the relative contribution of different loops, policies, and/or parameters to the creation of important performance patterns. "Will Forest Service policies for permitted harvest volumes or budgets for forest maintenance and development have a greater influence on future standing timber and growth?" is a sensitivity question that a SD model could answer. The influence of estimated parameters, such as average stand maturation time and designated habitat area required per wild turkey, on costs and growth rates also can be determined.

Data Value Studies

Policy, loop, and parameter sensitivity studies relate directly to the importance of measuring various relationships accurately. If a ± 20% change in a relationship has a small impact on model system performance, it is probably not necessary to spend a great deal to measure it to 5% accuracy. Most feedback systems are relatively insensitive even to fairly large changes (errors) in most parameters, but a few sensitive ones are usually present. It is extremely valuable to know which are critical and which are not, so data gathering resources can be concentrated on sensitive areas.
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FIGURE 9. HYPOTHETICAL 200-YEAR MODEL SIMULATION SHOWING BUDGET, TIMBER SALES, WILDLIFE IMPR ACRES AND VISITOR DAYS.
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FIGURE 10. TIMBER SALES FROM THREE DIFFERENT HYPOTHETICAL SIMULATIONS SUPERIMPOSED FOR EASY COMPARISON.
Management Policy Laboratory

In most systems the management policies (the guidelines for how to make the required decisions) are not thoroughly understood. People have been using them for a while, perhaps many years, but they really do not understand their total impact on all aspects of system performance. The SD model can be used to test a policy's impact on any biological, organizational or financial variable in the model. The policy may be one currently in use, one proposed by the system managers or one arising from a creative synthesis by the SD analyst. Therefore, the model can be used as a management laboratory to answer "what would happen if ..." questions. This is an inexpensive way to identify ineffective or detrimental policies before they are tried in the real system where mistakes can be very expensive.

Forecasting of Future Performance Patterns

SD models can be used to forecast future time patterns. This is done in a simulation that starts the model accumulations at values corresponding to a real historical time, simulates the period of history up to the present and then continues the simulation into the (model) future. The patterns (trends and oscillations) created by the model are forecasts of the real system patterns. Future events usually can not be accurately forecast in this way. An event is the value of a variable at a point in time. Therefore, a SD model could predict a growth trend in standing timber or an oscillation in budget, but the specific amount of standing timber at a particular time could not be forecast as reliably as the pattern.

Budget Request Justification

In a system with long response delays, such as a forest, a current decision can influence performance for many years. A SD model that considers biological, organizational and financial variables in the long run can be used to demonstrate the total long run impact of policies, particularly in budget areas. This could be of significant value for private timber companies or government agencies such as the Forest Service when considering budget formulation and when submitting budget requests for approval by boards of directors or Congress.

Training

A SD model is a mathematical representation of a real system that has the same variables as the real system and operates the same way as does the real system. The model, unlike the real system, is accessible and manipulable. Therefore, the model can be used to acquaint or train Forest Service staff, state forest managers, private forest owners, timber company managers, legislators, financial institution managers, environmentalists or the interested public. In particular, by changing model policies and parameters and observing the effects of these changes on behavior, people can be helped to better understand the dynamic forces at work in the real-world system. A SD model of a forest can be a useful tool in public involvement as required by the NFMA and in conflict resolution since the resulting simulation is one of the most effective means available for supplementing and correcting human intuition.
Planning

Frequently, the people in an organization who first develop and use SD models are planners. Anyone who must estimate the long and short run consequences of many interrelated decision alternatives in a complex, imperfectly understood response environment and then must apply multiple, time dependent, politically sensitive evaluation criteria to the estimates has a very difficult task. The realism of System Dynamics models and their easy use through the DYNAMO computer language can provide considerable help to forest system planners who face this type of situation daily.

Conclusion

Forest management systems including Region 8 are composed of many biological, human and financial accumulations and relationships that are organized into feedback loops that control the operation of the system parts and determine the performance patterns through time of the system variables. The system dynamics method has been developed to assist the understanding, modeling, planning, control, and improvement of systems of this kind. System dynamics focuses more than other analysis methods on the whole system, information feedback control process that creates in a realistic way the dynamic performance patterns far into the future. Therefore, it seems appropriate to suggest system dynamics' use as a tool to understand and improve forest management systems.
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